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Abstract- Due to the dynamic spectrum policies, the
spectrum in wide area ad hoc networks embodies a
heterogeneous property. How to utilize the different sets
of available channels in the heterogeneous spectrum ad
hoc networks poses a big challenge to the MAC design.
Though previous multi-channel MAC protocols are already
available, most of them are based on the assumption of
same set of channels, which is broken in heterogeneous
spectrum ad hoc networks. Applying these schemes might
cause the loss of the connectivity and the inefficiency of
spectrum usage. This paper proposes a new MAC scheme,
Heterogeneous Multi-Channel MAC (HMC), which can
utilize different sets of channels and at the same time
maintain the efficiency and connectivity. Simulations show
the advantages of this scheme.
Index Terms- Open spectrum, Channel Assignment,
Multi-channel, Heterogeneous Spectrum Ad hoc networks.

I. INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, the spectrum management has been performed globally through international agreements and
government administration. Frequency bands are designated to different particular services without any flexibility. This policy leads to a great inefficiency of spectrum
usage. This fact becomes more ironic when today's
spectrum resource is becoming more and more scarce.
A new approach named dynamic spectrum access
comes over the horizon recently. This approach opens
some of the previously dedicated spectrum to the unlicensed (secondary) users while still maintains the licensed (primary) users' privilege [1]. Cognitive radios
(CR) and management policies are necessary to support this approach [1]. In military area, Syrotiuk et al.
consider the problem of adaptively utilizing temporal
and spatial "hole" in spectrum for DARPA XG(NeXt
Generation Communication) program in [2], where the
"hole" is define as a time span over which a given
frequency goes unused. In some open area, when the
spectrum is less occupied by licensed users, the "hole" is
more exactly referred to the area where some frequency
is occupied already, as shown in Fig.I.
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Obviously the improved spectrum efficiency becomes
the benefit of this new approach. According to this new
approach, the secondary users in open spectrum networks
can utilize the vacant spectrum without interfering the
primary users with the help of CRs. There is no need to
study the behavior of the primary users since they have
the license and hence the privilege to use the dedicated
frequency bands. The behavior of the secondary users
instead is the focus of dynamic spectrum access.
The purpose of opening spectrum to secondary users
is to efficiently utilize the previously under-utilized spectrum. To achieve the spectrum efficiency, the secondary
users are required to 1) utilize the frequency bands
when primary users are absent; 2) quit from the frequency bands after primary users reclaim them. For a
large area ad hoc networks, due to different frequency
bands occupied by different primary users in different
places, users in this large area experience the spectrum
heterogeneity. If the system maps different frequency
bands to different channels, the secondary users may
have different available channel sets in different time.
Fig. 1 illustrates this heterogeneity for secondary users.
The parenthesis above each node stands for the available
channels for each node. Two "holes" inside this area
are the coverage areas for primary users. The secondary
users in these two coverage areas should avoid to utilize
channel 0 or 1, respectively, when primary users are
present.
In order to efficiently utilize the dynamic spectrum,
a MAC protocol which can support multiple channels
is preferred. Previously, a lot of multi-channel protocols
have been proposed, [3], [4], [5], [6]. They treat the multiple channels as a common resource and allocate them
to the users for the purpose of throughput improvement.
Most of them achieve great performance improvement
without requiring too much cost increment, e.g., the
number of transceivers. These results shed lights to the
performance of the secondary users in the open spectrum
networks.
However, these previous multi-channel MAC schemes
cannot be easily transplanted to heterogeneous spectrum
system. One of the most important reasons is that they
are all based on the assumption that the available channel
set is fixed. This assumption is broken in heterogeneous
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Fig. 1. Available Channels For Secondary Users in Open Spectrum
Networks

spectrum scenarios, obviously. The spectrum heterogeneity might cause the loss of connectivity when the previous multi-channel MAC schemes are applied to dynamic
spectrum systems. For an example, most of the multichannel MAC schemes need a common rendezvous to
make the channel assignment. In dynamic spectrum
systems, if this common rendezvous is occupied by
primary users, the whole system is not available for the
secondary users.
In this paper, we proposed a new multi-channel MAC
for the heterogeneous spectrum networks, namely Heterogeneous Multi-Channel MAC (HMC), to efficiently
utilize the available channels and maintain the connectivity at the same time.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II reviews the related works. Sections III presents the basic ideas and procedure description of HMC. Section IV
provides a discussion on the efficiency and connectivity.
Finally the simulation result is presented and conclusion
is made.
II. RELATED WORKS
Some researchers have noticed the dynamic spectrum
usage issues recently and tried to give their solutions.
In [7], some of the design challenges in the multi-hop
dynamic spectrum access networks are addressed, including heterogeneous transmission ranges and dynamic
changes to available channel set.
Ma et aI, [8] proposed DOSS for the dynamic spectrum systems. DOSS separates the available spectrum
into three operational frequency bands: a busy tone band,
a control channel, and a data band. It needs the spectrum
mapping technique to efficiently utilize the available
spectrum. This approach's focus is the hidden/exposed
terminal problem but not the fully utilization of the
all the available frequency bands, especially when the
available bands are not continuous.
Zhao et aI, [9] also noticed this spectrum heterogeneity
problem in dynamic spectrum system. The distributed

coordination scheme they proposed aims at the connectivity issue in heterogeneous spectrum scenarios. The
spectrum efficiency is not their focus in this paper.
Though previous multi-channel MAC schemes in
legacy ad hoc networks cannot be applied to the heterogeneous spectrum scenarios, the ways they utilized
multiple channels are still worthy to be used for reference. Channel assignment is the focus of these papers.
A classification has been given in [10]. In this paper,
the multi-channel schemes have been divided into four
categories:
1) Dedicated Control Channel (DCC);
2) Common Hopping (CH);
3) Split Phase (SP);
4) Multiple Rendezvous using 1 radio (MR).
CH and MR use the idea of time division and frequency
hopping. RICH-DP [11] is an example of CH and SSCH
[12] is an example of MR. Though [10] shows MR
has a better performance than DCC and SP, we exclude
both CH and MR from our paper in that transplanting
these approaches to heterogeneous spectrum networks is
extremely difficult.
Wu et al. [5], proposed a protocol that assigns channels dynamically, in an on-demand style. This protocol,
called Dynamic Channel Assignment (DCA), requires
one dedicated channel for control messages and other
channels are for data transmission. Each host has two
transceivers, so that it can listen on both the control
channel and the traffic channel simultaneously. MMAC
[4] uses a different way to assign the channels. This protocol does not need a separate control channel. Instead,
it utilizes an ATIM-like window in the default channel to
fulfil the channel negotiation. The ATIM (Ad hoc Traffic Indication Message) window is the synchronization
phase when 802.11 Power Saving Mechanism (PSM) is
applied. Each node decides to be either in doze mode or
awake mode according to the announcement messages
heard in the synchronized ATIM window. Shi et al.
[3] proposed AMCP scheme which is similar to DCA
scheme except that it needs only one transceiver. This
major feature comes from a direct timeout mechanism
before nodes select the channels. The authors proposed
SAM-MAC in previous work [6]. Through spreading the
handshake of the contenders over the available channels this scheme decreases the resource usage on the
common channel which usually becomes the bottleneck
when the number of channel is big and the traffic is
heavy. Though a common channel is still needed for
the channel assignment, by caching the previous channel
assignment information of the neighbors, the frequency
of channel assignment can be greatly reduced and hence
the overhead is further reduced.
It is clear that the DCA, AMCP and SAM-MAC
belong to DCC type and MMAC belongs to SP type,
according to [10]. Fig. 2 illustrates the basic difference
of channel assignment (CA) between DCC type and SP
type of approaches.
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Obviously, most of these schemes require a fixed
rendezvous for the channel negotiation, which makes
it impossible to apply them directly in the heterogeneous spectrum networks. Therefore, how to release
the requirement of a fixed rendezvous is the key to
design a multi-channel MAC for heterogeneous spectrum
networks.
III. HETEROGENEOUS MULTI-CHANNEL MAC
A. Basic Idea

In a real system, the number of transceivers is always
smaller than the number of channels due to the cost
factor. When the transceivers of one user cannot monitor
all the available channels, some of the transmission
cannot be carried out on some of the channels. When
a multi-channel MAC scheme is poorly designed, the
connectivity might be broken. If all users in the ad
hoc network can share one common channel or time
period, this connectivity can be maintained by the coordination of this common channel. Previous schemes
are mostly based on this idea. However, due to spectrum
heterogeneity, each user in the heterogeneous spectrum
systems may have different sets of available channels.
Without a common channel throughout the whole ad hoc
network, previous multi-channel schemes fail to maintain
the connectivity of the system.
For our scheme, HMC, a common control channel
(CCC) is also required to make the channel assignment. Other available channels are used purely for data
transmission, namely traffic channels (TC). Differently,
neighbors in this scheme are allowed to have different
CCCs. We define the communication between users with
a same CCC as intra-subnetwork communication. The
communication between users with different CCCs is

defined as inter-subnetwork communication and these
users are called edge users. As we mention before,
users in a wide area ad hoc network experience the
spectrum heterogeneity. In heterogeneous spectrum scenarios, when a global CCC cannot be acquired, the
maintenance of the total connectivity depends on the
inter-subnetwork communication. Due to the abundant
available channels in heterogeneous spectrum networks,
we assume each pair of neighbors always have at
least one channel in common, which makes the intersubnetwork communication possible. As a necessary
condition to support inter- and intra-subnetwork communication simultaneously, each node is required to have 2
transceivers.
For the purpose of reducing overhead, the channel
assignment in HMC is not required to be carried out
before every packet transmission. Once the channel
assignment is carried out for one users, all its neighbors
are required to record the TC number for the prospective
transmissions. Unless the current assigned channel is no
more suitable for transmission than other channels, each
user is required to listen on the same channel hence its
neighbors can find this user without the aid of CCC.
Once the user judges that a better channel is available,
it uses the CCC to negotiate with its receiver for that
better channel. All its neighbors are informed of its new
TC number during the negotiation procedure.
Each user uses one dedicated transceiver (TxO) to
monitor every control message in CCC. Based on this
information, users can maintain a table of the busy status
of each TC. This is the basic input for the channel reassignment. The other transceiver (Txl) switches among
the available TCs for data transmission.
Since the channel assignment does not happen before
every transmission, the control overhead is reduced and
the CCC is free from the saturation problem which
limits the performance of previous schemes, [5], [4]
and [3]. Because of the same reason, data transmission
on CCC becomes possible, which can further improve
the spectrum efficiency and facilitate inter-subnetwork
communication. After the traffic gets stable, the channel
switching is not so frequent because the users keep
staying on the same channel unless the traffic change.
Thus the switching delay plays a less important role in
our scheme, which is ignored here.
As shown in Fig. I , since the primary users always occupy certain areas, the inter-subnetwork communication
happens only at those several edge users. The connectivity maintenance issue should be carefully considered
for these edge users whereas other users are required to
consider the spectrum efficiency only.
In this scheme, all the channels that each user can
"see" are sorted by ascending numbers. We assume all
secondary users in the networks "see" the same set of
channels with the same sequence. When primary users
come back to the spectrum, secondary users can mark
the occupied channels as unavailable with the help of
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CRs. We describe the scheme in 3 parts: subnetwork
formation, which includes CCC choosing and transceiver
assignment; inter-subnetwork communication and intrasubnetwork communication.
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B. Subnetwork Formation
With two half-duplex transceivers, one user is always
listening on both CCC and one of the available TCs. At
the very beginning when users join the networks, each
of them uses TxO to scan the available channels for the
CCC of subnetwork and picks randomly one of other
available channels as its listening TC. The criteria of a
CCC in-use is the detection of a certain CCC-specific
messages. If no CCC can be heard, which means the
available channel set is changed and new subnetwork
needs to be formed, it chooses the next available channel
to the previous one as its CCC and picks randomly one
of other available channels as its listening TC. A control
message is broadcast over each user's listening TC for
the purpose of the notification of the CCC determined.
When primary users retreat from the subnetworks and
the previous CCC comes back available, the subnetwork
changes back the CCC to decrease the inter-subnetworks
communication for the efficiency purpose. Otherwise,
when CCC or listening TC needs to be changed, the
selection rule is always the next available channel. In
his way, the users within the same "hole" share the same
CCC thus form a subnetwork.
Users keep listening on the same traffic channel until
they need to deliver packets to some users on other
channel or the current channel is not suitable for their
transmission any more. The change of one user's listening TC will be known by all other neighbors via the
broadcasting control messages on CCC.
When a user's listening TC is occupied by primary
users, it automatically tunes the Tx 1 to the next available
channel according to the channel selection rule. Furthermore, broadcasting message is required on CCC for its
neighbors to update their neighbors' channel table.

C. Inter-Subnetworks Communication
For the adjacent subnetworks which have different
CCCs, the communication is more complicated than interior communication (intra-subnetwork communication),
because it lacks of the coordination of a same CCC. This
case considers two users within each others' transmission
range but belonging two sub-networks due to primary
users' impact. With two transceivers for each user, if
there is at least one channel in common, the connection
should be able to establish. In HMC, the edge users tunes
Tx 1 to the chosen channel in common and not switches
any more until the same CCC is achieved again. TxO
on CCC is responsible for the communication with the
internal users besides its channel assignment usage.
Before the inter-subnetwork communication is carried
out, edge users are required to detect each other, especially at the initial stage of subnetwork formation. As
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we mentioned in the last section, when primary users
reclaim the frequency band and the new subnetwork is
formed, each node broadcast a control message to inform
the determination of the new CCC. When an edge node
detects this message with its unchanged CCC, it marks
itself as edge user and start to connect the edge users of
the subnetwork newly formed. This scheme excludes the
case involving more than 2 subnetworks since this type
of connections can always be split to multiple 2-party
inter-subnetworks communications.
The channel in common is chosen by the edge users
according to the knowledge of the available channel list
broadcast on each TC. Fig. 3 shows this solution. Each
communication pair of edge users may choose different
common channels because within the same subnetwork,
the available TC set may be different. This does not
break the connectivity since each sub-network pair is
connected.
D. Intra-Subnetworks Communication
For the nodes with the same CCC, the communication
belongs to intra-subnetworks communication. The sender
and the receiver may have different available TC sets.
They negotiate the TC through CCC. Each node chooses
randomly one TC as its listening TC. The neighbors
record the listening TC information of each other according to the broadcast messages on CCC. Through
this way, channel assignment does not need to be carried
out before every packet transmission thus overhead can
be reduced. When the current TC cannot satisfy the
transmission, communication pair can negotiate a new
TC through CCC. Some details of the protocol are
described as follows.
If the channel information of the destination user is
not known (when new users join the networks, etc), the
sender sends a query message on CCC to find it out. The
sender switches its Txl whereafter to the given TC and
starts the transmission.
Each user maintains a table (Neighbors' Channel
Table) recording the TC number of its neighbors. It
updates its table according to the control messages on
CCC, including the query message and the reply. Upon
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sending a packet, it looks up this table first to locate the
destination. Then it switches to the given TC and send
data. If the sender is listening on a different channel
before transmission, it should send a control message on
CCC to inform all its neighbors about its channel change.
The purpose is to avoid the Missing Receiver Problem
[3] caused by the unnoticed channel change.
When the sender wants the receiver to change to another TC, it sends a request message on CCC, including
the preferred TC list. The TC adjustment is decided
by the receiver. The criteria of this adjustment is the
information collected from what is heard on the CCC.
After the receiver decides which traffic channel is most
suitable, it sends back an response on CCC and switches
Txl to the chosen TC. The sender switches Txl and
starts the transmission after receiving the response. The
channel adjustment procedure is always triggered by the
senders and decided by the receivers.
Data packets can be delivered on the CCC in HMC. In
this case, both the sender and receiver use TxO for the
data transmission. Txl can be simply turned off until
adjustment to a traffic channel is needed again, or in the
inter-subnetworks communication case, fixed on some
channel as its edge neighbors.
Through this solution, even when the whole ad hoc
network is divided into multiple sub-networks with different CCCs, the connectivity will not be damaged by
the multi-channel scheme applied.

IV. DESIGN ISSUES
A. Connectivity
For multi-channel schemes, one of the most important concerns is connectivity. Since the number of
transceivers is always smaller than the number of channels, multi-channel schemes always use a common rendezvous to remove the possibility of receiver missing.
However, heterogeneous ad hoc networks cannot guarantee the global rendezvous easily. HMC makes the local
common rendezvous and global connectivity possible via
sub-networks division.
To facilitate the inter-subnetworks communication,
there are several conditions. First is the abundance of the
available channels. If there is enough available channels,
the reclamation of the channel usage by primary users
can easily cause the non-overlapping available channel
sets between edge users. There is no way for any
connection if there is no channel in common. The second
condition is the number of transceivers. If there is no
transceiver listening on the common channel, the intersubnetworks communication is still impossible. HMC
uses two transceivers with one dedicated on each node's
CCC and the other for listening TC, and in edge users
case, the chosen common channel. This setting guarantees the connection among different subnetworks and
also brings a poor channel assignment among these edge
nodes. However, these edge users contribute little to the

whole system's throughput. We can allow such kind of
inefficiency.
B. Saturation Problem
The abundance of available channels is needed to
guarantee the connectivity. In the meantime, we know
from previous research, [3], [5], that there will be a
saturation problem in control channel when 6 rv 8
channels are fully utilized in DCC systems. This fact
is due to the handshakes happening on the CCC. If
every packet delivery requires a handshake on the CCC,
when the number of available channels and the packet
arrival rate increase, the signalling load on CCC can
be too heavy for CCC to burden. HMC removes the
requirement of channel assignment before every packet
delivery, as in previous works [5], [3], and distributes the
RTS/CTS handshakes to the available TCs. Therefore,
the signalling burden of CCC decreases greatly and
HMC can support much more channels.
Due to the same RTS/CTSIDATAIACK procedure in
both our scheme and previous schemes, the throughput
performance of the standard 802.11 protocols can be
used as a reference of the performance comparison.
Considering the overhead caused by channel assignment,
the multi-channel schemes' maximum throughput can be
expressed as follows:
Smc

== n . Sstandard -

Soverhead

where n is the number of channels, as shown in Fig. 1.
The above equation shows that the maximum throughput
with multiple channels and multi-channel schemes is the
product of the number of channel times the maximum
throughput of 802.11 protocols, minus the channel assignment overhead.
Obviously, the channel assignment overhead is the
major indicator of the performance of a multi-channel
scheme. For other DCC schemes, due to the dedicated
usage of CCC, the overhead is pre-determinedly to be
one channel's capacity even when CCC is far away from
saturated. For HMC, this overhead is reduced since CCC
can be used for data transmission as well.
The flexible usage of CCC removes the obstacle of
saturation problem and makes HMC distinguished from
other DCC schemes.

C. Channel reassignment
Channel reassignment algorithm is a critical part for
multi-channel schemes. Each node chooses its preferred
channel with good wireless status and reasonable channel
access probability. Although the wireless status cannot
be acquired unless a scanning process is carried out, the
busy status of the available channels can be obtained by
the knowledge of TxO on CCC.
Channel busyness ratio [13] and the number of nodes
are the metrics to decide whether to implement channel
reassignment or not. Since all the channels' busy status
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can be acquired from CCC, the reassignment algorithm
has enough input. The calculation formulas are as follows [13]:

Rb == 1 ~

==

~

Pia

+ PsTs + PeTe
T s == data + ack + sifs + difs
T e == data* + eifs

(1)
(2)

Pia

(3)
(4)

With Rb being the channel busyness ratio, ~ the idle
ratio, T s the average time of one successful transmission,
T e the average collision time, and Pi ,Ps,Pe the probability
of idle, transmission and collision period, respectively.
It is known that when channel busyness ratio is close
to 90% rv 95% the traffic is close to saturation. Therefore
to maximize the total throughput of the multiple channels, the channel busyness ratio of each channel should
be kept a little less than 90% ,the saturation point.
Since the channel reassignment is decided by the receivers, the asymmetric information of channels between
the senders and the receivers may cause unreasonable
channel reassignment. For an example, a receiver may
choose a channel that the sender cannot transmit at all.
This is a usual case in multi-hop topologies. To avoid this
inconsistency, the channel busyness ratio of the sending
nodes' channels should also be considered during the
channel reassignment. In the adjustment procedures, the
senders should always include a channel list with a
decreasing order of channel busyness ratio. The receivers
store this information for future decision. Before the
decision of channel reassignment, the receivers choose
a channel with the lowest channel busyness ratio from
its own traffic channel status table which is also in the
available channel list of the neighbors' channel table.
Therefore, the receivers would not choose a channel that
cannot be accepted by the senders.

v.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS FOR SINGLE-HOP TOPOLOGY

SIMULATION RESULT

In our simulation, we use NS-2 to realize the intrasubnetworks communication part of our scheme based
on 802.11 protocol. We focus our simulation on the
spectrum efficiency, in other words, throughput and the
saturation problem of CCC.
The simulation parameters are set as Table I.
To get a clear comparison with the throughput in
legacy 802.11 channel, CCC is not used for data transmission in this simulation.
We randomly set a multi-hop topology for the simulation where the hidden/exposed terminal problems affect
the throughput greatly. The saturated throughput of one
single channel is only 150pktlsec, which is much lower
than the 185pktlsec in single-hop topology case. We can
see the throughput gain by using HMC with different
number of channels. "+1" means the CCC.
From Fig. 4, it is shown that when 3+1 channels
and 6+1 channels are applied, the gains are more than
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3 or 6 times of a single 802.11 channel's throughput,
respectively. The reason that 10+1 cannot achieve more
than 10 times gain is because the traffic cannot fully
occupy the channels.
We can also observe from Fig. 4 that the control
channel saturation problem does not exist even when the
number of channel reaches 11. The aggregate throughput
increases almost linearly with the number of channel
increasing.
VI. CONCLUSION
Multi-channel schemes help to improve the throughput
performance of ad hoc networks. Finding a way to
use the multiple channels more efficiently helps to gain
more improvement. In heterogeneous spectrum ad hoc
networks, multi-channel schemes are more preferable for
efficiently using the left-over frequency bands. However,
it is challenging to design a multi-channel MAC which
can utilize different available channel sets efficiently and
does not break the global connectivity.
HMC achieve this goal with the idea of sub-networks
division. Due to the flexible usage of common control
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channel and 2 transceivers, the communication between
different sub-networks is easy to establish. Therefore,
this scheme is suitable to build a heterogeneous spectrum
ad hoc networks.
Within each sub-networks, this scheme has proved to
have a much better throughput performance and be free
from the control channel saturation problem.
In one word, this scheme maintains the connectivity
and spectrum efficiency simultaneously.
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